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dark 
matter

Most likely a new particle that is (to first order):
massive, cold(ish?), weakly interacting (collisionless, invisible)

Main candidate: Weakly Interacting Massive Particle 
a.k.a. WIMP (maybe its own antiparticle)

 
Three main detection avenues:

direct detection 
indirect detection 
collider experiments 

inconclusive/ 
controversial

some hints…?
nothing…yet
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energy injection: annihilation

Image from talk by Carmelo Evoli

M.E.DE.A. code

• MEDEA follows every particle from TeV down to eV energies in a continuous way.

• Previous works have considered electrons up to keV only 
(e.g. J.M.Shull & M.E. van Steenberg, APJ, 1985; S.Furlanetto & S.J.Stoever,!MNRAS, 2010).

ionization

heating

Lyman photons

injected particle

M.Valdés, CE, A.Ferrara, MNRAS, 2011 

giovedì 26 aprile 12

annihilation radiation cascades through 
many channels 
counterparts: heating, ionization, photons 



cosmic dawn

dark matter annihilation can cause heating and ionization 
during the cosmic dark ages and epoch of reionization 

SKA & other 21cm observations will provide a great 
opportunity to see effects of dark matter particle physics

Image: Robertson et al., Nature, 2010



energy injection: global
Evoli et al. 2014

heating rate from models with different 
dark matter halo small-scale cut-offs; 
arrows indicate where dark matter 
heating dominates astrophysical sources

21cm all-sky signal
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halo

halo
halo

halo

IGM

• monolithic halos 
• immediate uniform energy deposition



deposition and redshift
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FIG. 1: Corrected f(z) functions for particles injected by DM annihilation, as a function of injection energy and redshift of
absorption. In the left panel we use the “3 keV” baseline ionization fractions (so these f

3keV(z) curves should be used with
analyses that employed the same prescription); in the center panel we use the “SSCK” baseline. In the right panel we plot the
simplified channel-independent f

sim(z) curve. The upper row describes e

+
e

� pairs (the x-axis “energy” label here indicates
the kinetic energy of a single member of the pair at injection), the lower row describes photons.

III. CONVERTING CORRECTED f(z) CURVES
TO CMB BOUNDS

The most recent and strongest constraints on DM an-
nihilation from CMB anisotropies come from an analysis
of Planck data [8]. These constraints were computed us-
ing the “3 keV” baseline prescription, and were expressed
in terms of a bound on f

e↵

h�vi/m
DM

. For the models
tested by those authors, f

e↵

was determined by evaluat-
ing the appropriate corrected f(z) curve for the model
at z = 600, as originally suggested and validated in [14].
Analogous f

e↵

values for arbitrary photon and e

+

e

� en-
ergies can be read o↵ directly from Fig. 1, using the
“3 keV” baseline prescription or the simplified f

sim(z)
curves (as discussed above, the latter approach is simpli-
fied and likely to be less accurate, but it gives a rough
estimate of the possible systematic errors arising from
details of the first method).

A more careful derivation of f
e↵

– that is, the constant
value of f(z) which would have the same impact on the
CMB as the true corrected f(z) curve – can be achieved
by PCA, following the approach of [15].1 We review the

1
For convenience, in this work we use the marginalized Fisher ma-

trices derived and made publicly available by [15]; while those

results employed WMAP measurements of the cosmological pa-

essentials of the Fisher matrix and PCA in Appendix B.
Performing PCA on a range of f(z) curves corresponding
to assorted DM models, [15, 19] found that the vast ma-
jority of the variance – exceeding 99.9% – was contained
in the first principal component, peaking around z ⇠ 600.
Related studies [14, 32] independently determined, using
di↵erent methods, that the signal was largely controlled
by a single parameter, set by the behavior of f(z) at
z ⇠ 600.

As described in [19], the “dot product” of a given f(z)
curve with the first principal component thus completely
determines its detectability. This dot product can be
re-expressed as an integral over d ln(1+z), with the inte-
grand being the product of the f(z) curve with a weight-
ing function W (z). The weighting function can be deter-
mined from the first principal component, as described
in [15, 19]; we provide a detailed derivation in Appendix
C. (An alternate PCA, based on the ionization history
rather than the energy deposition history, was performed
in [33].)

In principle, the weighting function W (z) depends on
the details of the experiment (specifically, its sensitivity

rameters to determine the fiducial cosmological model, we expect

the impact of updating to Planck cosmological parameters to be

extremely small.

Slatyer 2015

energy deposited at z  ≠ energy injected at z



annihilation within halos
Question: 

If dark matter is annihilating within 
baryonic halos, does this constitute 
an effective “feedback” process?

Calculate ratio: 

   dark matter annihilation energy absorbed

     vs 

binding energy of halo



Ratio:  dark matter annihilation energy (over Hubble time)
to       gas binding energy

molecular 

cooling 

possible



annihilation within halos

Ratio:  dark matter annihilation energy (over Hubble time)
to       gas binding energy
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coming soon

• Schon, KJM, et al. in prep

• spatial distribution of annihilation energy within halos

• impact on (proto-)circumgalactic medium 

• suppression of star formation?

• Teaming up 

• Slatyer: (delayed) energy deposition

• Schon, KJM + : halo filtering and internal effects

• Evoli & Ferrara: reionization & 21cm modelling
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radiation 
background

H2 
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heating/
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Image credit: NASA

SKA

JWST

Slatyer Schon, KJM +

Evoli, Ferrara



long-term outlook
As SKA comes online, we will need a self-consistent picture 

of dark matter’s particle physics interactions 
with baryons in the context of the growth of structure in 
the Universe.

Requirements: 

New simulations of reionization/galaxy evolution with 
theoretically motivated DM included

Predictions for SKA and precursor instruments

New perspective on dark matter/baryon 
interactions


